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Abstract 
 
Previous research has found that the categorization of emotional facial expressions is 
influenced by a variety of factors, such as processing time, facial mimicry, emotion labels, and 
perceptual cues. However, past research has frequently confounded these factors, making it 
impossible to ascertain how adults use this varied information to categorize emotions. The 
current study is the first to explore the magnitude of impact for each of these factors on emotion 
categorization in the same paradigm. Participants (N=102) categorized anger and disgust 
emotional facial expressions in a novel computerized task, modeled on similar tasks in the 
developmental literature with preverbal infants. Experimental conditions manipulated (a) 
whether the task was time-restricted, and (b) whether the labels “anger” and “disgust” were used 
in the instructions. Participants were significantly more accurate when provided with unlimited 
response time and emotion labels. Participants who were given restricted sorting time (2s) and no 
emotion labels tended to focus on perceptual features of the faces when categorizing the 
emotions, which led to low sorting accuracy. In addition, facial mimicry related to greater sorting 
accuracy. These results suggest that when high-level (labeling) categorization strategies are 
unavailable, adults use low-level (perceptual) strategies to categorize facial expressions. 
Methodological implications for the study of emotion are discussed. 
Keywords: emotion categorization, labels, mimicry, processing time, perceptual cues 
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Introduction 
Emotional facial expressions1 are powerful non-verbal forms of communication; a simple 
smile or a furrowed brow can quickly communicate one’s inner thoughts and feelings. Some 
scholars argue that humans’ ability to quickly and accurately categorize facial expressions (i.e., 
linking homogeneous inferences of ‘happy’, sad’, or ‘angry’ to facial expressions conveying 
these emotions) is universal (Ekman, 1992; Izard, 1971) and evolutionary advantageous (Shariff 
& Tracy, 2011). Support for this perspective comes from research demonstrating that humans’ 
facial expression categorization occurs (1) automatically via a facial mimicry mechanism 
(Dimberg, Thunberg, & Elmehed, 2000) and (2) quickly under cognitive stress (Tracy & Robins, 
2008). In contrast, other scholars contend that emotion categorization is constructed from a 
variety of factors, such as culture, socialization, and language (e.g., Lindquist & Gendron, 2013). 
This perspective is driven by research demonstrating that categorization of facial expressions is 
drastically impacted when emotion labels (Carroll & Russell, 1996) and/or perceptual cues (e.g., 
amount of teeth shown in a smile; Caron, Caron, & Myers, 1985) are manipulated in the task. 
Taken together, it appears that facial expression categorization is influenced by a variety 
of factors, including cognitive load, facial mimicry, emotion labels, and perceptual cues. 
However, since these factors have typically been studied in isolation (or confounded with other 
factors), their relative contributions to facial expression categorization remain unclear. By 
drawing on insights from developmental psychology, the current study explores how these 
factors influence emotion categorization in adults. 
Early Emotion Categorization  
                  
1 Hereafter, “emotional facial expressions” will be referred to as “facial expressions.” For the purposes of this paper, 
we only discuss emotion expressions that are expressed facially, rather than vocally or through body posture.  
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While the vast majority of research on emotion categorization has been conducted with 
adults and older, verbal children, much can be learned about emotion categorization from 
preverbal infants. Unlike adults and older children, preverbal infants cannot sort facial 
expressions into categories using emotion labels. Instead, most studies on infant emotion 
perception utilize strictly perceptual tasks, which do not require infants to label or attribute 
affective meaning to the facial expressions (e.g., Quinn et al., 2011). For example, to determine 
whether infants can perceptually discriminate between two facial expressions, infants are 
repeatedly shown one facial expression (e.g., happy) and tested with a contrasting expression 
(e.g., fear; Kotsoni, de Haan, & Johnson, 2001). If infants look longer at the contrasting 
expression, it is concluded that infants discriminated between the expressions. Most studies 
utilizing this paradigm have found that infants, younger than 7-months, can discriminate between 
positive and negative facial expressions, such as happy and fear (e.g., Bornstein & Arterberry, 
2003), and between different negative facial expressions, such as anger, sadness, and fear (e.g., 
Parker & Nelson, 2005). Thus, before their first birthday, infants are able to perceptually detect 
differences between various facial expressions. 
However, it appears that young infants are highly sensitive to salient perceptual features 
of the faces when making these discriminations. For instance, infants have difficultly forming 
categories of facial expressions when the expressions vary on a salient feature, like the amount of 
teeth shown in a smile (e.g., Caron et al., 1985). Furthermore, while infants are able to 
discriminate between facial expressions on familiar adults (i.e., parents), they struggle to do so 
on strangers’ faces (Montague & Walker-Andrews, 2002). Other studies have found that infants 
can only discriminate between pairs of facial expressions when habituated to one expression 
(e.g., happy) but not when habituated to the other expression (e.g., fear; Kotsoni et al., 2001; 
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Parker & Nelson, 2005). Overall, this research suggests that infants may process the facial 
expressions on a perceptual level, rather than appreciating the affective, conceptual meaning 
behind these expressions (Quinn et al., 2011). As infants develop, these perceptual categories 
likely become enriched by more abstract information (Quinn & Eimas, 1997), such as language.  
In particular, research in developmental psychology has long argued that conceptual 
categories, especially perceptually variable categories, are anchored with words or labels (e.g., 
Waxman & Markow, 1995). In fact, language is thought to be the driving force behind infants’ 
acquisition of concepts (Vygotsky, 1962). This hypothesis has been extended to suggest that 
children gradually acquire emotion concepts alongside emotion labels (Widen & Russell, 2008). 
Specifically, research has shown that as children acquire more emotion words, they become 
more accurate at categorizing facial expressions (Widen, 2013). One explanation for this 
improved categorical perception is that verbal labels smooth over perceptual variability in faces 
that share the same category membership (e.g., Barrett, Lindquist, Gendron, 2007). For instance, 
the word “anger” could describe faces with furrowed eyebrows that either do or do not show 
teeth. In this way, verbal children and adults view facial expressions as psychologically 
meaningful stimuli, rather than simple clusters of perceptual features (Fugate, 2013). In fact, 
studies have found that decreasing language accessibility actually impairs facial expression 
categorization (for a review, see Lindquist, Satpute, & Gendron, 2015).  
Emotion Categorization in Adults 
Given the crucial role of language plays in emotion categorization, the vast majority of 
studies exploring categorization abilities have utilized emotion labels. For instance, studies often 
ask participants to sort facial expressions into labeled categories (e.g., “happy” vs. “sad”) or to 
choose from emotion words on a list (Pochedly et al., 2012; Widen & Russell, 2008). However, 
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using emotion labels in these tasks limits researchers’ ability to isolate the specific skills adults 
recruit when categorizing facial expressions. For example, Tracy and Robbins (2008) explored 
how processing speed and cognitive load impacted adults’ facial expression categorization. In 
their task, participants were asked to categorize facial expressions under specific time constraints 
using emotion labels (e.g., “Is this anger?”). The findings revealed that for some facial 
expressions, like anger, participants were significantly more accurate when given 8000ms to 
respond than when given 1000ms. Yet, for other expressions, like disgust, more processing time 
did not improve categorization. While these findings provide valuable insights into the 
interrelation between emotion-specific semantic categories (e.g., “anger” faces) and processing 
speed, it remains unclear as to whether the relation between categorization accuracy and 
processing speed is similar when emotion labels are not included in the task. Put another way, it 
is possible that both processing speed and accuracy are impaired when (1) labels are not 
provided or (2) semantic categories are not available/accessible, as is the case with preverbal 
infants and dementia patients (Lindquist, Gendron, Dickerson, & Barrett, 2013). However, to 
date, important questions still remain as to whether emotion labels are necessary for emotion 
categorization in healthy adults. 
In addition, emotion labels may also impact the relation between facial mimicry and 
emotion categorization in humans. Research has shown that perceiving others’ facial expressions 
evokes instantaneous and measurable facial muscle responses in the perceiver (Dimberg, 1982). 
These automatic responses, in turn, elicit the perceived emotion in the perceiver (Niedenthal, 
2007). Ultimately, this elicited emotion provides insight into others’ emotional states 
(Niedenthal, 1992), thereby facilitating humans’ ability to quickly recognize emotions in others 
(Stel & Knippenberg, 2008). This theory of embodied cognition has been validated with a variety 
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of methodologies (Pitcher, Garrido, Walsh, & Duchaine, 2008).  
While facial mimicry has been studied extensively, research has yet to establish a reliable 
link between facial mimicry and emotion categorization (Blairy, Herrera, & Hess, 1999; Hess & 
Blairy, 2001). To date, evidence exists both supporting and refuting the facilitative effect of 
facial mimicry on facial expression recognition (e.g., Oberman, Winkielman, & Ramachandran, 
2007; Neal & Chartrand, 2011; Rives Bogart & Matsumoto, 2010). It is possible that these 
conflicting results are due to variations in the context and demands of the task. For instance, 
research has shown that facial expression mimicry is stronger when the perceiver agrees with the 
expresser’s political positions (Bourgeois & Hess, 2008) or when the perceiver and expresser are 
cooperating (Lanzetta & Englis, 1989). Again, much of this research has relied on experimental 
paradigms where participants must categorize or rate facial emotions based on labeled categories 
(e.g., Blairy et al., 1999; Oberman et al., 2007; Neal & Chartrand, 2011), making it difficult to 
disentangle the impact of context versus semantic categorization on adults’ facial expression 
mimicry. How does the inclusion of emotion labels influence the cognitive demands for adults in 
an emotion categorization task? In addition, how does semantic categorization (i.e., use of 
emotion labels) influence the relation between facial mimicry and emotional expression 
categorization in healthy adults? 
Current Study 
The current study addresses these questions by examining adults’ emotion facial 
expression categorization in order to pinpoint (1) the specific skills recruited during emotion 
categorization, and (2) the conditions under which these skills are recruited. Drawing from infant 
research, the current study explores how adults utilize perceptual information to categorize facial 
expressions depending on whether (1) labels are present in the task, and/or (2) processing time is 
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restricted, thereby manipulating cognitive load. Since previous research has often confounded 
the role of language with the roles of perceptual cues and cognitive load, it remains unclear as to 
the magnitude of impact for each of these factors on emotion categorization. 
For the current study, a new computerized task was adapted the infant categorization 
paradigms (e.g., Ruba et al., in press). These paradigms allow infants to visually form perceptual 
categories of facial expressions without the use of language or semantic information. Thus, by 
modifying this paradigm, the current study could manipulate the role of language in the task. 
Specifically, in this task, adult participants were asked to sort anger and disgust facial 
expressions into their respective categories. Anger and disgust facial expressions were chosen as 
the visual stimuli since older children and adults frequently misidentify disgust expressions as 
anger (e.g., Pochedly, Widen, & Russell, 2012; Widen & Russell, 2013). One possible reason for 
this confusion is that anger and disgust facial expressions are perceptually similar. In particular, 
both expressions involve lowered or furrowed eyebrows, although disgust is typically defined by 
the “nose scrunch” (Ekman & Friesen, 1978). As a result, we expected that these facial 
expressions would evoke variability in categorization accuracy. Furthermore, since these 
expressions were perceptually similar, the current study could more stringently examine 
whether/how adults used perceptual facial cues when categorizing the emotions.  
During the task, facial EMG was recorded in order to determine how processing time and 
emotion labels impact facial expression mimicry during emotion categorization. Participants 
were assigned to one of three experimental conditions: Timed-No Label, Untimed-No Label, and 
Timed-Label. These conditions manipulated (1) the amount of time allowed to sort each face 
(i.e., 2000ms or no time limit), and (2) whether the faces were explicitly labeled during the 
instructions (i.e., “you will sort facial expressions” or “you will sort anger and disgust facial 
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expressions”).  
We hypothesized that adult participants would recruit higher-level emotion categorization 
strategies (i.e., language), rather than lower-level perceptual strategies more commonly recruited 
in infancy (e.g., teeth versus no teeth; Caron et al., 1985; Montague & Walker-Andrews, 2002). 
However, participants’ recruitment of these higher-level strategies would likely vary as a 
function of experimental condition. Based on previous research (Tracy & Robins, 2008; Russell 
& Widen, 2002), we predicted that participants would have more accurate emotion 
categorization when given unlimited sorting time (Untimed-No Label condition) and provided 
with emotion labels (Timed-Label condition). We hypothesized that if participants were 
cognitively taxed by restricted sorting time and having no emotion labels (Timed-No Label 
condition), they may be more likely to recruit lower-level, perceptual categorization strategies 
(Cohen, Chaput, & Cashon, 2002). Ultimately, we predicted that this would result in lower 
accuracy. In addition, we hypothesized that facial expression mimicry would also be impacted by 
the task demands. As a result, we predicted that reducing cognitive demands (e.g., increased 
sorting time and providing emotion labels) would increase participants’ facial mimicry, which, in 
turn, may increase accuracy. 
Methods 
Participants 
Adult participants were undergraduate students recruited through a psychology course 
subject pool at a southeastern university in the United States. The final sample consisted of 102 
students (67 females, M = 19.5 years, SD = 1.0 years, range = 18.0 years – 24.6 years). Five 
additional participants were excluded from the final analyses for extremely low total accuracy 
scores (i.e., < 3 SD below the mean, n = 3) and computer errors (n = 2). All participants received 
research credit for their participation. 
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Stimuli 
Still images of facial expressions were selected from the Karolinska Directed Emotional 
Faces database (Lundqvist, Flykt, & Öhman, 1998) and used as stimuli. A total of 80 emotion 
facial expressions (40 anger, 40 disgust) were selected, with still images of both adult men and 
women (40 each). Critically, these images varied in terms the amount of teeth displayed for each 
emotion. Half of the disgust facial expressions displayed teeth, while the other half of these 
expressions did not display teeth. The same was true for the anger expressions. This ensured that 
participants could not use one particularly salient feature (i.e., mouth or teeth) to accurately 
categorize the expressions. Participants’ reliance on this perceptual feature was further analyzed 
in the results. 
Apparatus 
Participants completed the task using a 13-inch computer monitor connected to a PC. On 
this computer, E-Prime 2.0 software presented the stimuli and recorded participants’ accuracy 
and reaction times for each trial. Participants used the computer keyboard to sort each expression 
into their respective groups or “piles” (e.g., anger v. disgust). These piles were displayed at the 
bottom of the screen by cartoon facial expressions of emotion (see Table 1). These cartoon facial 
expressions eliminated the need for emotion labels during the task (e.g., “anger” and “disgust”), 
which have been shown to boost facial expression categorization performance (Russell & Widen, 
2002). Cartoon expressions were also used so participants could not perceptually match the anger 
and disgust expressions to a human face, as is sometimes done in emotion categorization tasks 
(Widen, 2013). Notably, however, the anger cartoon face had an open mouth (and could show 
teeth), while the disgust cartoon face had a closed mouth and no teeth. Thus, it is still possible 
that participants could attempt to perceptually match to the cartoon faces in this way. Since the 
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human facial expressions used throughout the task varied in the amount of teeth shown, 
perceptual matching would have been an ineffective strategy for categorizing these facial 
expressions.  
An adjacent monitor and Mac Mini recorded the facial EMG data with AcqKnowledge 4 
software. Facial EMG was sampled at 1000Hz for the corrugator supercilii (brow) and levator 
labii (nose) muscles. The corrugator supercilii would be activated for mimicked anger facial 
expressions (lowered brow), while the levator labii would be activated for mimicked disgust 
facial expressions (scrunched nose; Ekman & Friesen, 1978). For each participant, the skin was 
prepped with NuPrep gel, and pairs of 4mm electrodes were placed on each muscle. A ground 
electrode was also placed on the participant’s wrist bone. Electrode-skin contact impedance was 
measured, and in the case of high impedance (above 20Ω), the electrodes were removed, and the 
skin re-prepped. The electrodes were then connected to a BioPac MP150 Data Acquisition 
System, which linked to the AcqKnowledge software program. Using a line of code within the 
E-Prime script, a “pulse” was sent to the EMG stream to mark the beginning and end of each 
trial.  
Procedure 
Participants were tested individually. After obtaining informed consent, participants read 
several instruction screens. The content of the instructions varied based on the participant’s 
experimental condition. For the Timed-No label condition, participants were told that they would 
have two seconds to sort “facial expressions.” If participants did not make a selection within this 
2-second time frame, an “Incorrect/No Response” was recorded. For the Untimed-No label 
condition, participants were told that they would have unlimited time to sort “facial expressions”. 
Note that for both of the “No Label” conditions, the instructions specifically omitted the emotion 
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words “anger” and “disgust.” Experimenters also did not use these emotion words at any point 
during the study. Conversely, for the Timed-Label condition, participants were told that they 
would have two seconds to sort “anger and disgust facial expressions.” Furthermore, the cartoon 
faces corresponding to “anger” and “disgust” were explicitly labeled on the instruction (but not 
testing) screen. Labels were never presented after the instructions (during the task), as to provide 
a more conservative test of the role of language in emotion categorization. During the task, 
participants sorted emotion facial expressions across four rounds of trials (total of 80 trials). 
Accuracy scores were calculated as a percentage and averaged across the four rounds of sorting. 
After the study, participants completed a follow-up survey where they were asked to (1) provide 
a word that “best described” each of the cartoon faces, and (2) describe the “strategy” they used 
to sort the facial expressions during the task. 
Results 
Manipulation Check 
 In order to determine whether the experimental manipulation significantly impacted 
participants’ use of emotion labels in the task, we analyzed participants’ responses to the survey 
at the end of the study. First, we examined participants’ freely produced labels for the cartoon 
faces using a chi-squared test. Results revealed that the proportion of participants who labeled 
the cartoon anger expression as “anger” did not differ across conditions, χ2 (2, N=102) = 1.93, p 
= .38 (Table 1). Likewise, the proportion of participants who labeled the cartoon disgust 
expression as “disgust” did not differ across conditions, χ2 (2, N=102) = 2.83, p = .24. In fact, 
most participants labeled the cartoon anger expression correctly (84%) and the cartoon disgust 
expression correctly (82%) at the end of the study, regardless of whether they had been told the 
labels before the task (i.e., Timed-Label condition).  
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 However, this finding does not reflect whether or how participants utilized these labels 
during the task. To probe this question, the “strategies” participants reported using during the 
task were also examined. These strategies were classified in one of three ways. Perceptual 
feature strategies comprised participants who reported focusing on specific perceptual features of 
the face when categorizing the expressions (e.g., “I sorted based on whether or not the mouth 
was open or how squinted the eyes were.”). Participants using these strategies did not mention or 
use the words, “anger” or “disgust” in any way. Conversely, emotion label strategies comprised 
participants who reported sorting the faces into “anger” and “disgust” categories, specifically 
(e.g., “For the disgust pile, I looked for uneven, scrunched faces. For the anger pile, I looked for 
furrowed brows.” “I sorted based on whether the faces looked disgusted or angry.”) Lastly, the 
other associated strategies category captured all other responses (e.g., “I sorted what felt right.” 
“I didn’t have a strategy.”)  
 A chi-squared analysis revealed participants’ strategies significantly differed across 
experimental conditions, χ2 (4, N=102) = 11.60, p = .02 (Table 2). Follow-up analyses revealed 
that participants’ strategy use differed across both No Label conditions (i.e., Timed vs. Untimed). 
More specifically, the proportion of participants in the who used an emotion label strategy (56%) 
vs. a perceptual feature strategy (35%) in the Timed-No Label significantly differed from the 
proportion of participants who used an emotion label strategy (88%) vs. a perceptual feature 
strategy (12%) in the Untimed-No Label condition, χ2 (1, N=65) = 6.34, p = .01. Furthermore, 
participants’ strategy use differed across both Timed conditions (i.e., Label vs. No Label). 
Specifically, the proportion of participants in the Timed-No Label condition who used emotion 
label vs. perceptual feature strategies significantly differed from the proportion of participants in 
the Timed-Label condition who used an emotion label strategy (73%) vs. a perceptual feature 
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strategy (15%), χ2 (1, N=61) = 3.69, p = .05. Taken together, these results suggest that 
participants in the Timed-No Label condition generated different strategies than participants in 
the Timed-Label and Untimed-No Label conditions. Without the aid of emotion labels, imposed 
time constraints (i.e., Timed-No Label condition) increased participants’ reliance on perceptual 
strategies. 
Emotion Labels and Perceptual Cues 
To examine how language (emotion labels), perceptual cues (teeth shown on the stimuli), 
and processing time influenced participant accuracy when sorting anger and disgust facial 
expressions, a 3 (Condition: Timed-No label vs. Untimed-No label vs. Timed-Label) x 2 
(Emotion: Anger vs. Disgust) x 2 (Teeth: No teeth shown vs. Teeth shown) mixed-methods 
ANOVA was conducted. A significant main effect of Condition, F(2, 99) = 15.45, p < .001, ηp2 = 
.24, revealed that participants were significantly less accurate in the Timed-No Label condition 
(M = 69.25, SD = 17.46) compared to both the Untimed-No Label condition (M = 86.11, SD = 
14.15) and Timed-Label conditions (M = 84.29, SD = 6.79), all ps < .001. Accuracy did not differ 
between the Untimed-No Label condition and the Timed-Label condition, p > .05.  
Moreover, a significant main effect of Emotion, F(1, 99) = 15.68, p < .001, ηp2 = .14, 
revealed that participants were significantly more accurate sorting disgust expressions (M = 
83.53%, SD = 15.30) compared to anger expressions (M = 76.32%, SD = 20.69). However, these 
results were qualified by a significant Condition x Emotion x Teeth interaction, F(2, 98) = 4.91, 
p = .01, ηp2 = .09. To explore this interaction, separate 2 (Emotion) x 2 (Teeth) repeated-
measures ANOVAs were conducted for each condition (Figure 1).  
Timed-No Label condition. For the Timed-No Label condition, a significant main effect 
of Emotion, F(1, 33) = 16.39, p < .001, ηp2 = .33, revealed that participants were significantly 
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more accurate sorting disgust expressions (M = 77.15, SD = 18.74) compared to anger 
expressions (M = 61.54, SD = 22.44). This result was qualified by a significant Emotion x Teeth 
interaction, F(1, 33) = 4.29, p = .05, ηp2 = .12. Follow-up comparisons revealed that for anger 
expressions, participants were significantly more accurate at sorting anger faces with teeth (M = 
67.35, SD = 19.59) than anger faces without teeth (M = 55.72, SD = 33.89), t(33) = 2.09, p = .04, 
95% CI [.31, 22.93]. However, the inverse was true for disgust expressions. With disgust 
expressions, participants were marginally less accurate at sorting disgust faces with teeth (M = 
73.97, SD = 24.30) than disgust faces without teeth (M = 80.50, SD = 17.79), t(33) = 1.85, p = 
.07, 95% CI [-.07, 13.71].  
Untimed-No Label condition. For the Untimed-No Label condition, a significant main 
effect of Emotion, F(1, 33) = 4.02, p = .05, ηp2 = .11, revealed that participants were significantly 
more accurate with disgust expressions (M = 89.14, SD = 14.49) compared to anger expressions 
(M = 83.16, SD = 18.91). However, this result was qualified by a significant Emotion x Teeth 
interaction, F(1, 33) = 5.65, p = .02, ηp2 = .15. Follow-up comparisons revealed the same pattern 
of results as the Timed-No Label condition. Again, for anger expressions, participants were 
significantly more accurate at sorting anger faces with teeth (M = 87.42, SD = 15.72) than anger 
faces without teeth (M = 78.03, SD = 27.38), t(33) = 2.31, p = .03, 95% CI [1.11, 17.67]. In 
contrast, for disgust expressions, participants were marginally less accurate at sorting disgust 
faces with teeth (M = 87.12, SD = 19.88) than disgust faces without teeth (M = 91.23, SD = 
10.66), t(33) = 1.83, p = .08, 95% CI [-.47, 8.68]. Thus, across both No-Label conditions, the 
presence of teeth improved sorting accuracy for anger expressions, but decreased sorting 
accuracy for disgust expressions.  
Timed-Label condition. For the Timed-Label condition, while significant main effects 
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did not emerge, all ps > .05, a significant Emotion x Teeth interaction did, F(1, 33) = 5.54, p = 
.03, ηp2 = .14. In contrast to the previous two conditions, follow-up comparisons revealed an 
opposite pattern of results. More specifically, for anger expressions, participants were 
significantly more accurate at sorting anger faces without teeth (M = 87.65, SD = 11.23) than 
anger faces with teeth (M = 80.88, SD = 14.01), t(33) = 2.81, p = .01, 95% CI [1.87, 11.66]. 
However for disgust expressions, participants’ accuracy did not differ when sorting disgust faces 
without teeth (M = 83.59, SD = 12.14) compared to disgust faces with teeth (M = 85.00, SD = 
9.45), t(33) = .673, p = .51, 95% CI [-5.67, 2.85]. Thus, when constrained by time, but given an 
emotion label (i.e., Timed-Label condition), the absence of teeth improved participants’ accuracy 
for anger expressions, but had no clear effect for disgust expressions.  
Taken together, these findings indicate that participants were more accurate sorting facial 
expressions when given unlimited processing time (Untimed-No Label condition) or when given 
emotion labels (Timed-Label condition). Moreover, regardless of how much processing time they 
were provided, participants relied on particular perceptual features of the cartoon faces (i.e., 
anger faces with teeth, disgust faces without teeth) significantly less when they were provided 
with language/labels (Timed-Label condition) than when they were not (Timed-No Label and 
Untimed-No Label). These results are displayed in Figure 1. 
Facial mimicry. To determine if and how the experimental conditions impacted facial 
mimicry, participants’ facial EMG data was examined. Before conducting the analyses, the raw 
facial EMG data were integrated, rectified, and log transformed. Data for three participants were 
removed from these analyses for missing/corrupt data files (n = 2) or extremely high facial 
muscle activity (i.e., +3 SD above the mean, n = 1).  
To examine whether the facial EMG data varied as a function of the emotion sorted or the 
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experimental condition, a 3 (Condition) x 2 (Emotion) x 2 (Muscle: Corrugator v. Levator labii) 
mixed-methods ANOVA was conducted. A significant main effect of Condition, F(1, 96) = 
21.84, p < .001, ηp2 = .31, revealed that participants exhibited significantly less facial EMG 
activity in the Timed-No Label condition (M = -4.93, SD = .29) relative to both the Untimed-No 
Label condition (M = -4.63, SD = .18) and the Timed-Label condition (M = -4.59, SD = .22), ps 
< .001. However, facial EMG activity did not differ between the Untimed-No Label and Timed-
Label conditions, p > .05. A significant main effect of Muscle, F(1, 96) = 21.84, p < .001, ηp2 = 
.31, revealed significantly more activity for the corrugator/brow (M = -4.59, SD = .35) compared 
to the levator labii/nose (M = -4.84, SD = .29). No other significant main effects or interactions 
emerged. Interestingly, there were no significant interactions between Emotion and Muscle, all 
ps > .05, suggesting that participants did not experience more corrugator (brow) activity in 
response to anger expressions or more levator labii (nose) activity in response to disgust 
expressions. 
To explore whether these facial EMG differences also related to differences in sorting 
accuracy, multiple regressions were conducted with corrugator and levator labii activity 
administered as the predictor variables. For overall accuracy, the model was significant, F(2, 96) 
= 6.24, p = .003, R2 = .12. Interestingly, while corrugator activity did not significantly predict 
overall accuracy, B = .02, t(98) = .15, p = .88, levator labii activity was a significant predictor of 
overall accuracy, B = .33, t(98) = 2.81, p = .01.  
To determine whether these results were similar for the specific emotions, multiple 
regressions were conducted separately for anger and disgust expressions. For anger expressions, 
the model was significant, F(2, 96) = 4.93, p = .01, R2 = .09. Similar to the overall accuracy 
analyses, while corrugator (brow) activity did not significantly predict anger accuracy, β = .11, 
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t(98) = .90, p = .37, levator labii (nose) activity was a marginally significant predictor of anger 
accuracy, β = .23, t(98) = 1.93, p = .06. For disgust expressions, the model was also significant, 
F(2, 96) = 4.14, p = .02, R2 = .08. Similar to the previous analyses, while corrugator (brow) 
activity did not significantly predict disgust accuracy, β = -.10, t(98) = -.85, p = .40, levator labii 
(nose) activity was a significant predictor of disgust accuracy, β = .33, t(98) = 2.75, p = .01. 
Thus, levator labii (nose) activity alone appeared to be the most significant predictor of overall 
and emotion-specific sorting accuracy. When the accuracy analyses were conducted separately 
by Condition, no significant effects emerged, all ps > .05.  
Discussion 
The current study examined adults’ categorization of anger and disgust facial expressions 
when (1) emotion labels were provided, and/or (2) sorting time was restricted, thereby increasing 
cognitive load. In order to manipulate the role of language in the task, the current study used a 
novel computerized paradigm, adapted from the infant literature (e.g., Ruba et al., in press). 
While previous research has often confounded the role of language with the roles of perceptual 
cues and cognitive load (e.g., Tracy & Robbins, 2008), the current study examined the 
magnitude of impact for each of these factors on emotion categorization. The study also 
investigated whether facial expression mimicry was influenced by the manipulation of 
processing time and language/semantic accessibility.  
Emotion Labels and Perceptual Cues 
As predicted, participants who were given unlimited sorting time (Untimed-No Label 
condition) or provided with emotion labels (Timed-Label condition) were significantly more 
accurate at sorting anger and disgust facial expressions compared to participants who had only 
two seconds to respond, without the benefit of emotion labels (Timed-No Label condition). 
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Taken together, these findings provide additional evidence to suggest that both processing time 
(Tracy & Robbins, 2008) and language/semantic representation (Barrett et al., 2007; Lindquist et 
al., 2015) facilitate emotion categorization. This finding also provides support for other views in 
emotion theory suggesting that cognitive resources are necessary for humans to experience 
emotion (Hoffman & Van Dillen, 2012; Van Dillen, Heslenfeld & Koole, 2009).  
It is important to note that participants in Timed-Label condition were primed with 
emotion labels only during the instructions and not throughout the task. Nevertheless, adding 
these labels during the instructions had a powerful facilitative effect on participants’ sorting 
accuracy. By limiting the use of emotion labels in this way, the current study provides a far more 
stringent test of the role of language/labels in emotion categorization than has previously been 
reported in the literature. Although only participants in the Timed-Label condition were 
explicitly given these emotion labels in the instructions, during the manipulation check at the end 
of the task, participants in all three conditions were equally likely to correctly label the cartoon 
faces as “anger” and “disgust” (Table 1). Thus, participants clearly used emotion labels 
differently during the task compared to the end of the task. Moreover, when asked what 
“strategy” they used during the task, participants in the Timed-No Label condition were 
significantly less likely to report sorting the facial expressions into “anger” and “disgust” 
categories (Table 2).  
In contrast, nearly all participants in the Untimed-No Label condition (i.e., unlimited 
time, but not primed with emotion labels) reported using an “emotion labeling strategy” after the 
task. This suggests that participants in the Untimed-No Label condition self-generated these 
labels throughout the course of the task. It is likely that this self-generation process required 
additional processing time and cognitive capacity, which explains why participants in the Timed-
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No Label condition could not generate these labels during the timed task. Instead, participants in 
the Timed-No Label condition were more likely to report using lower-level “perceptual feature 
strategies.” It is likely that these lower-level strategies were more cognitively accessible to 
participants when faced with time constraints. Although participants in the Timed-Label 
condition faced similar time pressure, they tended to rely on the emotion labeling strategies 
primed by the instructions. This suggests that adults may be biased to categorizing facial 
expressions with higher-level emotion labeling strategies. 
Additional analyses confirmed and extended this interpretation. In particular, significant 
Emotion x Teeth interactions emerged for all three conditions. For instance, in the two No Label 
conditions (Timed and Untimed), participants were more accurate at sorting anger expressions 
when the faces showed teeth. Participants were also more accurate at sorting disgust expressions 
when the faces did not show teeth. This pattern of results aligns with the cartoon faces used as 
category anchors (Table 1). Specifically, while the anger cartoon face depicts an open mouth 
(and could show teeth), the disgust cartoon face depicts a closed mouth and no teeth. In other 
words, participants in these conditions more accurately sorted the human facial expression 
stimuli when the faces matched the perceptual features of the cartoon faces. These cartoon faces 
were chosen as category anchors in order to discourage participants from this type of perceptual 
matching. Nevertheless, it appears that participants in the No Label conditions did use perceptual 
cues (e.g., mouth) when sorting the stimuli. In addition, although participants in the Untimed-No 
Label condition reported using “emotion labeling” strategies, it is clear that they also relied on 
perceptual cues to some extent. 
Interestingly, these interactions were not the same for the Timed-Label condition. While 
accuracy with disgust expressions did not differ based on whether or not teeth were shown, 
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participants were more accurate at sorting anger expressions when the faces did not show teeth. 
This latter finding suggests that participants were not perceptually matching the human 
expression stimuli to the cartoon faces. It also suggests that participants relied less on perceptual 
cues (of the cartoon faces) when emotion labels were provided. This pattern of results aligns with 
participants’ self-reported emotion labeling strategies in the manipulation check. 
Facial Mimicry 
To measure how cognitive load and access to emotion labels impacted facial expression 
mimicry, facial EMG was recorded during the task. Participants in the Timed-No Label condition 
demonstrated less facial EMG activity for both muscle sites than participants in the other two 
conditions (Timed-Label, Untimed- No Label). One explanation for these findings is that the 
cognitive load in the Timed-No Label condition led to decreased facial mimicry. Another 
possibility is that reliance on language (as measured by self-reported strategies) in the Timed-
Label and Untimed-No Label conditions led to increased facial mimicry. Overall, these results 
suggest that facial expression mimicry can be influenced by contextual factors, such as language 
and processing time (for similar contextual results, see Cannon, Hayes, & Tipper, 2009; Van 
Dillen, Harris, Van Dijk, & Rotteveel, 2014). 
The findings also revealed that facial EMG activity positively predicted sorting accuracy; 
however, it appears that levator labii (nose) activity drove this finding. Perhaps the involvement 
of the corrugator (brow) in expressing both anger and disgust facial expressions made this 
muscle superfluous during the emotion categorization task. This pattern of results was the same 
regardless of whether anger or disgust facial expressions were sorted. Studies suggest that facial 
expression mimicry provides a “faster route” to accessing information about another person’s 
emotions (Stel & van Knippenberg, 2008). This faster route would be especially helpful for 
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participants who were given limited time to categorize the facial emotions (i.e., Timed 
conditions). However, participants in the Timed-No Label condition displayed less facial activity 
during the task compared to the other two conditions. Further, when the accuracy analyses were 
conducted separately by condition, no significant effects emerged. Thus, facial EMG activity did 
not appear to provide a “faster route” to emotion categorization in the Timed-No Label condition. 
Even so, it is possible that these new analyses were underpowered (n = 34 per condition).   
It is important to note that participants did not display more corrugator (brow) activity in 
response to anger expressions or more levator labii (nose) activity in response to disgust 
expressions. Thus, while facial EMG activity did predict sorting accuracy, the sorted facial 
expressions did not elicit specific patterns of muscle activity.  
Constructing Emotion Categorization 
Taken together, these findings suggest that adults construct their categorization of 
emotional facial expressions depending on the context of the task. As a result, we propose a 
constructionist model of emotion categorization similar to information-processing models 
proposed in the infant literature. Specifically, Cohen and colleagues (2002) argue that infants are 
biased to process information at the highest, most sophisticated level available (e.g., language). 
However, if higher-level strategies are not available, then lower-level strategies (e.g., perceptual 
cues) are recruited. For infants, higher-level strategies often become unavailable when the 
cognitive system is overloaded (e.g., taxed working memory). Based on the findings of the 
current study, it appears that this levels-of-processing framework (Cohen et al., 2002) for infants 
can be extended to emotion categorization in adults.  
The results suggest that adults are biased to categorizing facial expressions with higher-
level emotion labeling strategies. Thus, once a person detects a facial expression, they may 
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automatically generate a label to describe that expression, and then use that label to categorize 
the emotion. In the current study, participants in the Timed-No Label condition likely bypassed 
this label generation step in order to respond within the allotted time, which resulted in less 
accurate emotion recognition. On the other hand, since participants in the Untimed-No Label 
condition had unlimited time to respond, they likely had time to generate the appropriate labels. 
Furthermore, since participants in the Timed-Label condition were primed with the emotion 
labels, they likely generated the appropriate labels quicker during the task, and thus facilitating 
their ability to accurately respond in the allotted time. Put another way, priming participants with 
emotion labels likely reduced the processing time needed to access the labels, thereby reducing 
cognitive load during the task and allowing for faster responses. This may explain why, when 
prompted with emotion labels, adults can quickly recognize facial expressions, even under 
cognitive stress (Tracy & Robbins, 2008).  
The current findings have important methodological implications for the study of 
emotion categorization. First, the role of emotion labels/language in studies must be more 
explicitly defined and examined. In the current study, simply changing one line in the 
instructions (i.e., “sort facial expressions” vs. “sort anger and disgust facial expressions”) 
significantly increased participants’ sorting accuracy (i.e., Timed-Label condition). Since most 
emotion categorization studies utilize some degree of emotion language/labels (e.g., “is this 
person happy?”) and unlimited processing time, participants may have an unintentional cognitive 
processing boost. Thus, depending on the research questions, researchers may consider removing 
language from their tasks or explicitly measuring its effect.  
Ultimately, we can revisit the theoretical debate about the nature of emotional 
expressions. The current study finds that facial expression categorization is influenced by a 
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variety of factors, including perceptual cues, verbal labels, and cognitive load. This provides 
support for a constructed view of emotional expressions. Nevertheless, participants demonstrated 
high accuracy at categorizing these expressions under cognitive constraints, and facial mimicry 
led to improved accuracy. This may be taken as evidence for a more universal, evolutionary-
based view of emotional expressions. However, these adult participants may have learned 
through considerable life experience how to identify emotional expressions quickly and 
accurately. Thus, studying such an age range may not provide answers to this particular debate in 
affective science. Future studies may consider the development of emotion categorization across 
the lifespan. The current study was informed by studies with preverbal infants (e.g., Ruba et al., 
in press; Quinn et al., 2011), demonstrating that infants could discriminate and categorize facial 
expressions without the use of language. Comparing and contrasting preverbal infants with 
verbal children and adults could provide valuable insights into the nature of emotional 
expressions, and to how emotion categorization abilities change over time, particularly in 
relation to language.  
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Tables and Figures 
Table 1. “What label best describes this face?” Number and percentage of participants in each 
condition who provided the correct response. N = 102; n = 34 for each condition 
 
Face and Correct Label 
Condition 
Total 
Timed- 
No Label 
Untimed- 
No Label 
Timed- 
Label 
 
“Anger” 27 (.79) 31 (.91) 28 (.82) 86 (.84) 
 
“Disgust” 26 (.76) 31 (.91) 27 (.79) 84 (.82) 
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Table 2. “What strategy did you use to sort the faces?” Number and percentage of participants 
in each condition who reported using certain strategies during the task. N = 102; n = 34 for 
each condition 
 
Strategy 
Condition 
Total Timed- 
No Label 
Untimed- 
No Label 
Word- 
Label 
Emotion Labeling  19 (.56) 30 (.88) 25 (.73) 74 (.72) 
Perceptual Feature 12 (.35) 4 (.12) 5 (.15) 21 (.21) 
Other Assorted  3 (.09) 0 (.00) 4 (.12) 7 (.07) 
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Figure 1. Average sorting accuracy (and standard errors) split by experimental condition and 
type of face sorted; *p < .05, +p < .10 
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